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Second-Hand 
Panties



Candid Johnson

There was no way I was going to put these obviously used panties on. I stood naked 
as the day I was born in the Bear County Jailhouse clothing supply room; being strip 
searched by a giant White woman that looked like she's been sharpening barnyard shears on 
her cheeks. Officer LumberJill handed me a rancid stack of rags with a pair of panties folded 
on top. I understood I was to put these on. 

I was immediately too afraid to protest and abandoned the thought of not putting the 
hand-me-downs on, when another girl complained and was quickly silenced with a lighting 
flash takedown, handcuffed, and dragged out of the room by two male guards. I was going 
to have to put on the panties. 

The particular ones I was issued didn't have any visible stains on them, but judging 
by the complainer’s pair;  I'd just gotten lucky on that. The lifeless room was cluttered to the 
ceiling with dingy orange pajama-like garments resting on struggling metal racks waiting to 
clothe doomed men & women.

Hideously ugly plastic brown shower slides lay in dirty piles reeking of filth and 
waste. 

I was standing side by side with eight other women, and there were at least five 
different races of girls preparing to disrobe. 

Judging by the designer blouse an Asian woman, who appeared to be middle-aged, 
was removing; we didn’t share common economic statuses either. 

I’d learned in open court that we were all being accused of drastically different 
crimes. We were about to get completely naked together; and we had zero in common. 
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I grew up with anxiety about gym class with my peers & now I was expected to get 
naked in front of strangers that, had we not been arrested, I would never meet.

I was 18 years old and it was the first time I would be stripped and told to…

“TURN AROUND! BEND AT THE WAIST! SPREAD YOUR ASS CHEEKS WIDE! 
COUGH! PICK UP YOUR FEET! WIGGLE YOUR TOES! COUGH! TURN BACK 
AROUND! LIFT UP YOUR BREASTS! RAISE YOUR HANDS WIGGLE YOUR 
FINGERS! OPEN YOUR MOUTH! LIFT UP YOUR TONGUE! RUN YOUR INDEX 
FINGER ACROSS BOTH CHEEKS! BEND OVER AND SHAKE YOUR HAIR!”

Locked Up episodes never really capture the essence of the strip search on camera. 
It loses something in translation when you miss the ass naked part. 

The most unbelievable part is that strip searches are performed in crowded rooms, 
solitary cells, outside bullpens (yes I said outside bullpen), or in a random building chosen by 
a CO who thinks a good strip search would be a great way to interrupt the day. 

There is no protocol for privacy in real life. 

It is by far one of the most humiliating experiences being locked up. Typically done 
at least twice a day & never done with consideration. On May 9th, 1997, when I was 
forcefully stripped naked in front of God and everybody was the day shit got real. 

There's just something about putting on half-washed panties that have been worn 
by the multitudes, right after spreading your ass cheeks and pussy lips wide open, that lets 
you know you’ve arrived in prison.  

Back to the panties. Since Bear County Jail doesn't allow offenders to bring their 
personal undergarments with them into the facility, your first order is to,
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“TURN AROUND! BEND AT THE WAIST! SPREAD YOUR ASS CHEEKS WIDE! 
COUGH! PICK UP YOUR FEET! WIGGLE YOUR TOES! COUGH! TURN BACK 
AROUND! LIFT UP YOUR BREASTS! RAISE YOUR HANDS WIGGLE YOUR 
FINGERS! OPEN YOUR MOUTH! LIFT UP YOUR TONGUE! RUN YOUR INDEX 
FINGER ACROSS BOTH CHEEKS! BEND OVER AND SHAKE YOUR HAIR!”

Then you put on a pair of state-issued panties, which you may not wash by hand, 
but return to the laundry where they will be half washed and randomly re-issued to the next 
inmate. I know- it sounds nasty as hell-and it is you may be saying to yourself,
“hell no!” and you could say that if you were in the very same situation. You would simply 
be forced. 

No matter your race, social or economic background, age, or the crime you 
committed...those panties are going on.

That night, when I finally got to the intake living area, I was taught by some of the old school 
convicts how to get and keep a pair of new panties. 

The prison experience begins and ends with shit like contraband panties. Learning 
to beat the system better be first nature to an inmate who wants to survive. 

Everyday items are contraband in prison. Bleach and laundry detergent are hot 
commodities in cell blocks and offenders with access to disinfectant can guarantee 
commerce. 

Over the next twelve years, I was strip searched more times than I could even begin 
to remember; but it is that first time that you never forget. 

By the time I was ordered to pull out my tampon in a room full of people, I was 
immune to embarrassment. 
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Returning to the Hobby prison from the outside field squad was a particularly 
degrading practice. After a grueling day of working in the Texas fields, under armed 
supervision; everyone was strip searched going back into the prison. Groups of women 
were herded into an outside bullpen, where officers performed strip searches on us with 
only a tattered plastic tarp, hung along the gate (as a matter of law) to shield us from the 
armed field bosses; who were mostly male.  

We'd be trapped inside those bull pins like animals. At least fifty women at a time 
were herded into the bullpen and immediately stripped down to nothing. Bodies filthy from 
hours of fieldwork in the Texas heat, breast to ass cheek-butt naked. We’d stand and hold 
all of our belongings; uniform, panties, socks, watch, earrings maybe, hair ties, perhaps 
keys; and when it was our turn we would drop everything on the muddy ground in front of 
the guards piece by piece until you were standing there totally naked and proceed to 
perform the dreaded ritual,

“TURN AROUND! BEND AT THE WAIST! SPREAD YOUR ASS CHEEKS WIDE! 
COUGH! PICK UP YOUR FEET! WIGGLE YOUR TOES! COUGH! TURN BACK 
AROUND! LIFT UP YOUR BREASTS! RAISE YOUR HANDS WIGGLE YOUR 
FINGERS! OPEN YOUR MOUTH! LIFT UP YOUR TONGUE! RUN YOUR INDEX 
FINGER ACROSS BOTH CHEEKS! BEND OVER AND SHAKE YOUR HAIR!”

It was Officer Mitchell who told me to take it out. I don't actually remember what I 
said to her. I only remember receiving a write-up for using profane language and refusing 
to obey a direct order.

“Do ya thang!” Officer Mitchell ordered when I got to the front of the line, naked. 

Mitchell was cool with me. Other inmates had a problem with her rough attitude, 
but Mitchell reminded me of some of my grandma’s godchildren. She was loud and jovial, 
I got a kick out of her antics, and had no previous run-ins with her. So I was surprised 
when she ordered me to remove my tampon.
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“Johnson is that a tampon!? Don’t try to play me. Girl you better get to the back of 
the line and be ready next time.”

The back of the line was at least a hundred women, which would result in me being 
late in arriving at the chow hall and not seeing my girlfriend, who was there waiting with the 
unit chow call right now. I knew my tampon was holding on by a literal string & would plop 
right out onto the ground forced out with only a tiny bit of provocation, since I was on my 
first day and bleeding heavily.

“Oh you mad cause Coleman had that new little guard at her door all night? Shit 
bitch I was mad too! Fuck you fucking with me for?” I immediately went off on CO 
Mitchell.

Coleman, known to the guards and inmates as Meat, was my stud girlfriend. She 
was constantly flirting with the young female prison guards and rumor had it Mitchell was 
seeing her newest conquest, a yellow bone chic from Houston; working at the prison and 
acting like she was wanted to be down. 

“HOW ABOUT THIS! GET ALL THE WAY TO THE BACK OF THE LINE! YOU JUST 
GOT A CASE FOR USING PROFANITY! KEEP ON AND YOU’LL GET A REFUSING 
TO PROPERLY STRIP SEARCH AND I'LL BODY CAVITY YOUR ASS!” 

Officer Mitchell screamed and started to close the two feet gap between us. The 
other officers stopped what they were doing and reached for their mace and handcuffs.  

“Whatever!” 

I’d been locked up long enough to know when to back down. I quickly put my 
clothes back on and ran back out of the bullpen to the very back of the line. Boss 
Washington was guarding the back of the field squad line talking to the medical squad, which 
always ate last. 

“What you doing back here Johnson?” 
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Boss Washington asked, using his simple tone. Washington was a real live 
neo-minstrel show.

“Mitchell ugly ratchet bald head ass sent me to the back cause she can’t suck 
pussy!” 

I plopped down on the ground next to Mama High and the rest of the medical field 
squad. Washington laughed with demonic elf like glee, happy to see the drama unfolding. 

“What’s up Mama High? Sharonda you got some candy nigga? I’m hungry as a 
Haitian!” 

I spoke to some of the OG’s on the medical squad before sitting next to Mama 
High and unwrapping a piece of peppermint I’d stashed in my work gloves. The medical 
squad was mostly a group of OG’s who were diabetic, had high blood pressure or some 
other chronic ailment that kept them from being forced into hard labor, but because they 
were notorious rule breakers; they were assigned to Hobby’s medical field squad. They 
may not have to work too hard, but they were still forced into the heat of the Texas sun to 
slowly pull at weeds.

Sharonda, my old roommate, handed me a piece of chocolate. Sharonda wasn’t 
much older than me, but crack, heroin and Crystal meth had taken it's just desserts from 
her beauty. Sharonda's hair was brittle and broken. She had visible acne scars and 
pockmarks on her face from years of tweaking out. You could see she was pretty at one 
time. Dope had taken the crown for that pagent. She was shot at sixteen by her mom's 
boyfriend and walked with a limp. Sharonda was an OG though. I learned a lot of what 
helped me to survive without being a victim of my big mouth from Sharonda.

“Johnson, you better leave Mitchell alone. She sent Black ‘ole black ass to G5 last 
week!”

Washington reminded me how conniving CO Mitchell could be.
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Anytime someone gave her an attitude, she usually incited an argument and sent 
them to solitary confinement for some bullshit. She’d really let me make it. But it wasn’t 
likely I was going to let the broad make it in return. Especially since my tampon was 
starting to leak through and I could feel the sun beaming down on my back while I 
assessed the nine field squads lined up in front of me. At least fifty people per squad were 
all dressed in mud and grass stained white uniforms. All waiting to even get inside of the 
bullpen, with me at the very end. 

It was 1:30 in the afternoon on a hot August Texas day. Very few days are hotter 
than Texas summers. The sun shoots down in a raging burst of stifling heat.  Being 
covered in Central Texas red clay and steadily flooding my panties with disgusting period 
blood was already humiliating and unbearable. Sitting in the heat listening to Washington 
tell stories about the prostitutes he picked up at the local honky-tonk, who loved going 
home with the only Black man in the small Texas town; had worn my patience to its limit 
by the time I reached the bullpen again.

“You got that tampon out Johnson?” 

Of course Mitchell wasn’t going to make this easy. 

By this time, Meat would be long gone, back in her cell block, from the chow 
hall-and my panties were thoroughly stained. I had no energy to argue. 

“Yea!” 

I answered back sharply, holding the string of the soiled tampon in my hand dripping thick 
red period blood onto the concrete just centimeters away from Mitchell’s military issue 
boots. 

‘This bitch think she in Alcatraz,’ I wondered to myself what I could say to hurt the 
obese butch’s feelings.
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“I KNOW YOU BETTA’ MOVE THAT FUCKING TAMPON FROM MY BOOT! ONE 
DROP GET ON ME I’LL GET YOU FOR ASSAULT ON A OFFICER!” 

CO Mitchell shrieked at me and the unit female Lieutenant ran into the bullpen, 
alerted by the commotion. 

I decided to get the inevitable over. The entire staff had turned their attention to me 
and were prepared to administer due force if I continued to be difficult. 

Causing a disruption coming from the field squad could be reported as a major 
security breach. Most of the senior staff was already nearby to help execute our return.  

I quickly threw the tampon in the trash can next to me and proceeded to,

“TURN AROUND! BEND AT THE WAIST! SPREAD YOUR ASS CHEEKS WIDE! 
COUGH! PICK UP YOUR FEET! WIGGLE YOUR TOES! COUGH! TURN BACK 
AROUND! LIFT UP YOUR BREASTS! RAISE YOUR HANDS WIGGLE YOUR 
FINGERS! OPEN YOUR MOUTH! LIFT UP YOUR TONGUE! RUN YOUR INDEX 
FINGER ACROSS BOTH CHEEKS! BEND OVER AND SHAKE YOUR HAIR!”

I was praying a huge blood clot would fall on the ground and splatter all over all 
those bitches standing there watching this Black woman humiliate me. They thought we 
were all drug addicted prostitutes infected with STDs. It would serve them right since she 
wanted me to take the damn tampon out. 

CO Mitchell didn’t push the confrontation, just smirked when she told me to put 
my clothes back on and that there were no tampons but I was free to help myself to a 
prison issue maxi pad.

 I wasn’t likely to put on the institutional sanitary napkin, made for women who 
were coming out of labor. It was bigger than a Depends diaper.  
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“No thank you, I brought a tampon. Or didn’t you see it while you were so 
thoroughly searching me and accurately performing your job duties?”

I always had a smart retort for my oppressors in prison guard uniforms. Mitchell just 
smirked in return. She'd won the battle. 

And I’d lived to remove my tampon again. 
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Inauguration Day



Deborah LeFalle

The blue balloons
tethered by thin cotton cords
wrapped ‘round my fingers
bob in morning breeze

and squeal as translucent latex skins
rub one against the other
ready, waiting to be freed
to rise high into the sky

Their weight of no consequence
but I have bricks on my shoulders
Despite placid appearance
I am exhausted and await freedom too
freedom from 1,461 days
of orange-drenched evil

As I let go, I let go
and the tightropes in my body
miraculously begin to ease

Bricks crumble into a heap at my feet
invisible balm melts over me
At last, the hallelujah moment
hoped for has arrived
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Head reared back
I watch the imperfect spheres ascend
catching sun’s glare
drifting this way and that
until they are mere pinheads

And as blue balloons
dance amid the clouds
swallows soar
and signs of civility
come into view once more.



Descendant
Beauty



Speak to me descendant beauty

tell me why when I look at your
exquisite elongated neck
and head with bushy hair on top
I conjure thoughts of majestic baobabs

why when I behold your
full lips, high cheekbones
broad nose, and captivating eyes
I hear rhythms of wise ancestors

why when I gaze at your
flawless ebony skin
against starched white collar
I visualize unwavering courage

why when I ponder the whole of you
with your stately presence
the poise and confidence you exude
I sense a thunderous elegance

No, descendant beauty
do not tell me…
because the truth is
I already know why.

Deborah LeFalle
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AGING GRATEFULLY



I ask them why
they do what they do
years go by not to return, yet they
still idly fuss, they prate
minimizing eventual fate of
many moons, desiring youth
in wisdom’s place || seems so
vane, pretending much

Call it what ‘tis
yesterdays’ appeal too
far removed || honor the near
now and here, beyond the 
lure of the tender root

Amazing how nib, a
tiny thing, turns into a budding
then bursts into blossom || yes
rapturous to see and be, but
as more moons pass, I
in truth prefer

to live in expanse of the
authentic realm, ripening,
and being conscious of
cause to celebrate the
gift – perfectly matured  fruit.

Deborah LeFalle
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Poetry Is Not A Flight 
Of Birds

(In Response To Ars Poetica 
By Archibald Macleish)



Ellen June Wright

What a privilege to say that a poem is 
a delicate thing like a beautiful dress 
or a diamond ring; it's beauty for beauty 
sake something like a portrait hung on a wall. 
But today I disagree and say that poetry 
can’t just be decorative or abstract. 
Sometimes it must be a knife, a spear, a gun. 
It must be tangible. It must have a voice 
and deep lungs, a resonating diaphragm. 
It must have eyes to see what is going on 
in the world when bodies lie in the streets, 
when a woman can't call the police 
without fearing that she might end up 
dead by those she called for help. 
It can't be mute. It can't be delicate as fruit. 
Sometimes it's got to be an anvil swinging.
Sometimes it's got to be a fire blazing.
Sometimes it's got to be a bomb detonating. 
It can’t be dumb—not silent, not ignorant. 
It has to be streetwise just like the people 
who need to hear it, just like the lives 
whose voices it seeks to replicate, 
elaborate, elevate. It’s not a flight of birds. 
Sometimes it’s steel-toed boots ready 
to kick and fight for life. It can’t be motionless. 
It can't only look at the moon in wonder. 
It’s on the move dodging, dipping, 
running streets, tripping. 
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It can't stand still 
with bullets flying, governments lying, 
children dying. It never forgets. 
Year after year, memory goes deeper 
like wounds, like scars, 
like keloids that won't stop growing.
The more we know about our past, 
the more truth comes to light, 
the more it must call out injustice, 
ease pain and suffering, or riot. 
Come on now. 
We don't have the privilege of gazing 
at dragonflies wings or at firefly lights 
when cities are burning, people are dying, 
mothers of dead children never stop crying. 
I just want to write poems that help people live free. 
This poem will be equal to and true. 
There’s too much truth to ignore, 
too much truth to step over, crawl under, 
turn a blind eye to. The history of our grief fills 
unmarked cemetery after unmarked cemetery. 
The history of our grief lies at the bottom 
of the ocean—bones upon bones 
from watery passages never completed, 
prayers answered in death alone.
Death was mercy and bleached bone. 
This poetry loves those whose voices have been stifled. 
Loosen your noose from around our throats, 
take your knee from our necks. 
What a privilege to think a poem should not mean but be.
Let us be free and we’ll become living poetry. 
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Open Letter to 
Silent Friends



Traces of the old order remain. 
Even though you and I are cordial, 
we move in separate color castes. 
An American untouchable, with police, 
I still must know my place, 
lower my eyes, 
step down from the curb, 
yield way, if only in my mind. 

Our crime is being born black.
We tolerate the intolerable. 
Our lives can end in an instant; 
or in an endless eight minutes, 
forty-six seconds.
This is why we fear for our children, 
why we train them like no other parents,
why we fear when they are stopped.

The police exist to protect you 
from everybody else, 
to protect you from me.
Only you can change them, 
redirect them. 
They are your fist in the world 
your truncheon, your cudgel, 
your gun.

Ellen June Wright
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Eric Garner will never come home again.
Tamir Rice will never come home again.
Freddie Gray will never come home again.
George Floyd will never come home again.
Brianna Taylor will never wake again.
Hundreds will never return home again. 
The list grows and grows with each day. 

Are you so content in your skin? 
Do you savor your sweet privilege?
If you are silent when brutality 
benefits you, comforts you,
you are complicit in every murder,
an accessory before and after the fact.
You sleep well knowing you are protected 
while our blood soaks your sheets.



Freddie Gray and 
the Last Ride



In 1970 Gil Scott-Heron said, 
“the revolution will not be televised,” 

so what I’m seeing on my TV is an illusion, 
an exercise in exercise—

a practice march each time a black man dies by cop 
and there’s video footage televised to rile me up 

and remind me of the subtle and not so subtle sewage 
I swallow daily while paying taxes for the privilege 

of being treated like I’m still three-fifths 
of something not fully human 

and I saw Bubba Watson cry after they find the noose 
and George Floyd calls for his momma before he dies 

and Sandra Bland fights that cop like she is fighting 
off a klansman who is trying to drag her out of her car. 

Maybe she knew something. 
There’s not much difference 

between a cop and a klansman for a black woman
on the side of the road or alone in her cell. And I see 

Freddie Gray, 25, hurled into the back of a paddy wagon 
and like a magic trick gone wrong, 

come out near dead. 

Ellen June Wright
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Was it a trick or a treat to give him a rough ride?

How much fun was had banging that black boy’s body 
around in the back of a hearse until his neck was broken? 

Since when is a police van a hearse 
and ride or die, ride ‘til you die?
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Shango



Rob Bullard

The distracted air stirred nervously, 
for it had waited and lifted itself 
above the land-matron that dwells
down to the bottom of things that be. 
Yemaya, Yemaya! You are the one to tell
the sky, signed with the holiest cross
of brazen light, of Shango’s leap across
the void, your blazing issue, one and only.

Yemaya, Yemaya! Speak of gods and stars,
your family, all unseen and all unknown,
and tell of the strongest, your first-born,
Shango, lord of the striking bolt and downpour.
Who but he can sail the rise of gleaming sun
from the morn that clears its bloodied way 
to noon’s blinding point, arching the day
like a sacred boat of light down Yoruba’s land?

It is he, Shango, it is he, like unto the storm’s sway,
strong as the hurricane’s rush, and charismatic
as the most dazzling and mountainous sunset,
for when he runs, the ear can mark his clouds groan    
under his everlasting step, from long fathoms away.
What was it that you had given to that babe the day
he sprung, Mother Land, from your unassuageable loins?  
You had breathed and spoken, so let there be given 
first the regal diadem, pure in its icy brightness,
the beads, heart-white and blue as sky in likeness,
for this is what our regent lord dons upon his head.
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Let the coat of long-striding Night, the mystery of black
paint his beautiful skin and swift-winged flame to his back
and carve his fine strength into the brilliant form of man.

He is lord, so don him his due arms, fierce-stringing spears 
that string blazes aloft the bounding curve of empty air,
whose mere touch melts to raw pieces what he commands.
In the din of battle, the flashing prince must have his mask,
sculpted by soft hands of ripe maids, twin Seasons fair,
so his foe can marvel and gaze upon its streaming feather
and dizzying whorls of its cowry, before he meets his death.

They say it was not enough for great Shango’s desire,
for on his birth’s trembling day, he with a single palm 
scraped together all the sparks to shimmer up and along 
the chorusing storm and did not cease until it was full at last.

How many quick-aiming bolts did that god, so fleet of foot,
forge together in his hand, one cannot number in truth,
for to us humble beings down who dwell at Yemaya’s roots,
King Shango builds his rains with no end to his divine pursuits.
Long live he, the eternal being! For it is that he shall forever live 
beyond mortal spans of time, those that seem to him a length
of a tsetse’s journey, or as instant as the eye’s stretch of light
can bring the picture of the world to our mind with an image.

Can he not drum the heaven with music of terror and beauty,
and when furious, does not he not cast the azure beaten by storm
out of the crystal-clear sky, and can he not flash thunder formed 
with convulsing brightness, things awful and mesmerizing to see? 
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The stoutest warrior-man and tallest-climbing tree are mere toys 
for Shango to play with, should he touch them and bind with fire
what he deems shall no longer be among the creatures on earth,
so the deathly-tight wrath of this one should a fate to ever avoid.

Love him, but be terrified! Bow down and be ready to fall 
with humble knee to the sound of his flame-horned steed,
the fleecy-showering ram given the glorious honor to carry 
the most unfailing power of sky, the most dread of all! 
Send your prayers upward to the burning mountain clouds 
that sparkle aloft their winged flight, for these obey him,
majestic Shango, and pray that he leaves the village unlit 
by his shocking lance, lest he fells our fortunes down.

In this wise shall you withstand his bruiting decrees,
obeyed by all, and no cruel eye of his shall befall us,
and before one can realize, he shall already choose
to flash his squalling step with all borrowed speed.
His fine-bosomed consort, the Morning Lake,
bids her lord to return to her diamond-clear bed,
while his other madam, River Noon, grows envious
and draws her beauty for him with finest waves.

But no concern to the great Shango, for he shall have
both of these at his own pleasure, so great is he,
and thereafter shall he retire to the shining majesty 
of his house and tower, his palace of blinding brass.
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Down The Hill 



Down the hill, down the hill, here we go! 
Each step flies and each fall grows
with a rush and a wind that blows,
faster with fate and force inevitable.
We must let it sound, the turning song
of the way we go, our path right down.

Down the vale, down the eyes of dimmed light,
that farewells the evening-sun to night,
that from the glorious morrow loses sight,
and steeply dances to shadow’s flight. 
Bright-black, the eye of my course grows
more keen to see there and there to know.

Down the shades of brush, down woods’ dark paints,
we sprint to the holy land of lost Saints,
and cries of sorrow rise and fall faint,
rise and fall silent, rise and fall again.
To me they speak, and kindness I return 
with tears shed, gift-offerings they deserve. 

Down the valley to fetch me a miserable walk,
trod in despairs and in furies stalked,
stamped in angry prints that ne’er balk
to turn their heels and to step them back.
My falling heart would be wrought   
with such treachery, such a thought!

Rob Bullard
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Come then, quick then! Fly us down 
thither to gain our desperate crown,
our cherished seat upon new ground,
where home is a curse but t’is ours! 
Let our night be a new dayspring,
our new light darkened in its thing! 

Dress us down with stars that fall,
as they shine and as they go,
and robe us for the path below,
that takes us down, right down the hill! 
When we get there, we shall be,
and there we shall be our destiny. 
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Bio: Rob McKeever Bullard is an expert in Classical languages and poetry, with an MA from 

the University of Arizona in the Classics and a BA from Emory University in Latin. His 

perspective as a classicist influences his storytelling and poetry style; his experience as a 

Black American shapes the heart and voice of his poetry. His work has been featured in 
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Camar



PART 1. 

I wasn’t some kind of pyromaniac. I’d never even played with fire before. And I 
hadn’t had any intention of setting my curtains on fire that day; it just happened, kind of 
the same way Elizabeth just appeared. It started from my wooden wick candle. I love 
those kinds because of the popping sound the wood makes while it burns. I was staring 
down at the candle in the palms of my hands, as the flames waved to me, and the next 
thing I remember is seeing my navy-blue curtains on fire. Have you ever smelled burning 
polyester? The flame was spreading fast, and somehow, I couldn’t seem to bring myself 
to do anything besides watch it grow. And that’s when she appeared. Elizabeth, I mean. I 
didn’t know where she came from or how she got into my room. I didn’t even know how 
she got into the house. She was just here. And when she appeared, the fire somehow 
froze in time. The flame ceased its frantic wave to me—I couldn’t even see the smoke or 
smell the charring fabric anymore. It was all completely still.

“Is burning down this big, beautiful house really what you want to do, Bakari?” I 
turned around stunned by the voice. She was a petite woman, no more than five feet tall, 
with a voice that was soft and although foreign, particularly nurturing. And my God, was 
she beautiful. She had medium brown skin, smooth and free of blemishes, and her thick, 
curly hair disappeared down the back of her flowing white dress. The fabric was whiter 
than anything I’d ever seen. Her face was charmingly timeless: round with high 
cheekbones and a pointed chin. I could’ve sworn she was taken directly from some kind 
of retro movie ad.

“Who the hell—how do you know my name?” She sat on the edge of my bed, 
crossing one leg over the other.

“Surely you know that’s no way to talk to your elder.”
“My elder? Who are you?”

Brandon Bradley
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She nodded, revealing a vibrant smile for the first time. “Your elder.”

“You’re an intruder. How did you get into my house?” I should’ve felt threatened 
by her presence—after all, she really was an intruder—but there was something about her 
that didn’t feel completely alien or alarming, and it wasn’t her beauty.

“You called for me, Bakari.” She pointed her index finger at me, then back to 
herself.

“Did you forget that fast?”

“Lady, with all due respect, I don’t even know you. How could I have called for 
you?”

“I’ll take that as a yes. Let’s see. . .you have the candle burning—and those poor 
curtains, we’ll get into that in a moment—the lukewarm water. Does that remind you of 
anything, Bakari?” I raised my hand over my mouth, my eyes racing from the curtains, 
occupied by a frozen flame, to the candle still burning, to the bowl of water on my desk. It 
couldn’t be. There was no way. “You summoned me here. Well, technically us. But here I 
am.” She motioned her hands over her body as if showing herself as the evidence.

Had I actually summoned her here? I’m surprised it actually worked—if it actually 
worked. I still wasn’t sure how much of this I believed. I didn’t know what I was doing. I 
just needed someone—or something—to talk to. I mean, yeah, I pray to God, but He 
doesn’t always answer my prayers. I’d gotten the idea from a book I was reading, but I 
was only following the directions I’d found on Google of ways to talk to your ancestors: 
get a small bowl of room temperature water, light a candle, then speak from your heart. 
So, that’s what I did. I cleaned my room, then I got the water, lit the candle, sat down at 
my desk, and spoke.

“Dear ancestors,” I’d begun.
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“I am grateful to you for who I am. I know that I am who I am because of who you 
were. I honestly don’t know if this is real. . .or if you exist in some supernatural realm 
where you can hear or see me.

I guess maybe I just need to know if you’re real first. But if you are, I could really 
use your guidance. I need some help understanding who I am, and where I go from here. I 
feel so stuck at a moment in life where I need to be figuring out my next move. I don’t 
really know how this works, but if you could please send me some kind of guide, or—I 
don’t know—perhaps just a fleeting understanding of where I come from that’ll help me 
figure out where I’m going. I’d really appreciate it.” I glanced down at the scribble of notes 
I’d taken from Google searches. “So, may it be . . .”

I bit my bottom lip and shook my head. I felt foolish. Calling out to ancestors who I
didn’t even know, as if in some way or another they weren’t dead, but alive—alive enough 
to actually hear and honor my requests or commune with me. And even if they were out 
there somewhere, here was this gleaming woman literally sitting in my bedroom. When I 
asked for a guide, I didn’t think someone would physically be sent to guide me within a 
matter of minutes. Besides, there hadn’t been a ringing of the doorbell or the sound of 
footsteps down the hall, or even the high creak my bedroom door made every time it 
opened. She had just appeared. “So what, are you like a goddess or genie or something?”

She laughed and shook her head. “I’m no goddess, Bakari, and I can confirm that 
I did not come from a bottle. In fact, I serve the same God you do. I’m Elizabeth, most 
called me Liz. I was long gone before you were born, but we are one in many ways. You 
are, because I was.”

“What does all of this mean, then? You coming to me?”

“You tell me, beloved. You called to me, to us. What is it that you need?” Shouldn’t 
she have known what I needed?
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“How do I know you’re real?” I attempted to challenge her, “how do I know that I 
can trust you?”

She extended her hand, still sitting on the edge of the bed looking as graceful as 
ever. “Bakari—he who is of noble promise—Camar Johnson. Son and only child of 
Armond and Tracey Johnson; senior in college, studying African American literature; 
intelligent, humble, gentle. Servant. Leader.” I stared at her, frozen in time. “Take my hand.”

So, she knew a lot about me, even down to the Swahili interpretation of my first 
name. Somehow in spite of my fear and uncertainty, I felt my body lunging forward to take 
her hand. She placed her hand in mine, squeezing it gently. The room slowly began to spin 
and then, everything went dark.

“Elizabeth? Where are you?” Our hands were still interlocked, but I couldn’t see 
her.

“Open your eyes, Bakari.”

“Oh. . .” I opened my eyes and there she was, smiling. But we weren’t in my 
bedroom anymore. I didn’t know where we were. We weren’t outside or inside. We were 
just in a white space, surrounded by nothing but more white space.

“Where are we?” I look around in search of something in the distance, but there is 
nothing but more whiteness to discover.

“In a place with no distractions. It’s just you and I, Bakari. You are free and safe 
here.”

“Elizabeth, are you really an ancestor of mine?” She nods, still holding my hand.

“How so?”
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“Well, it’s truthfully an extensive story.”
“But, that’s why I—that’s part of the reason I felt the need to call to you.”
“Please, do tell.”

I sighed. “I don’t think I know who I am. . .or, who I’m supposed to be. Or maybe 
I’m just confused. I’m a black man, and I know that that’s a part of my identity. I’m also an 
African American man, and that’s a part of it, too. But what does that even mean? You 
know, all my life I’d be in school with people, and they’d know their family history. They 
knew who they were. They were Irish or Puerto Rican or even Jamaican. They had what to 
me was a tangible place of origin and it seemed like that gave them real identity.” I 
paused. 

“But me? I’ve only ever been black—African American. And I love being black, but 
what does that even mean? I wasn’t born in Africa, and I definitely ain’t ever been there. 
And I for certain don’t feel American. America has never wanted us; you probably know 
that better than me. I just feel like if I knew where I really came from, I’d have more of an 
identity and I’d know where I was going. Do you understand what I’m trying to say?”

“I do, but are you telling me that all that studying of African American literature, 
and the African diaspora hasn’t shown up in any of it?” She said this almost playfully.

“Well, it has.” I replied smiling. “But even in being a part of the African diaspora, I 
still don’t know where in Africa I may have come from. I don’t know how to place myself in 
all of that. That was stripped from us. It was stripped from you. . .Actually, I don’t know 
what era you belong to. How old are you, Elizabeth?”

She paused her stroll, turning to face me and raising her hands to her hips. “Didn’t 
anybody ever teach you not to ask a woman her age?” I smiled again. Who knew 
ancestors had a sense of humor? “I’ve been around for a while, Bakari. I was born in 1940, 
just over a century ago, and that’s long ago enough to be able to guide you.” It was 2053 
now. 
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“Now, let me ask you a question. If I told you what African countries you came 
from, what difference would that make?” 

I could tell by her tone this was a rhetorical question; so, I was silent and let her 
continue. “What if I named places like Nigeria or Mali, or perhaps Cameroon and the 
Congo? Would you know who you are then, Bakari?”

She paused her stroll, turning to face me and raising her hands to her hips. “Didn’t 
anybody ever teach you not to ask a woman her age?” I smiled again. Who knew 
ancestors had a sense of humor? “I’ve been around for a while, Bakari. I was born in 1940, 
just over a century ago, and that’s long ago enough to be able to guide you.” 

It was 2053 now. “Now, let me ask you a question. If I told you what African 
countries you came from, what difference would that make?” I could tell by her tone this 
was a rhetorical question; so, I was silent and let her continue. “What if I named places like 
Nigeria or Mali, or perhaps Cameroon and the Congo? Would you know who you are then, 
Bakari?”

I smiled at the thought of belonging to these African countries. “Yeah. I mean—”

“Yeah?”

“Sorry. Yes.” She did say she was my elder. “At least I think so. I’d have a starting 
place. Is that where our people are from?”

She resumed walking and I followed. “It’s simple, beloved, but it ain’t that simple.”

“Then, what, Elizabeth? How am I supposed to ever connect the dots of my 
family’s history and figure out who I am? Or where I’m going? I graduate soon! I need 
purpose.”
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“Bakari, only you are capable of answering that question. Me telling you that our 
people originated from here or there won’t tell you who you really are, and it won’t reveal 
to you the purpose you need—you must decide these things from within. I could tell you 
that much of our family comes from Nigeria, but what good would that do for you? It 
doesn’t necessarily make you Nigerian.” I lowered my head and stopped walking. She 
turned back to face me.

“How are you supposed to help me, then? If you can’t give me what I need then 
there’s no use in you being here. Or me being here, wherever this is, and I don’t even know 
where you’re trying to take me. Can we go back to my bedroom?”

The corners of her mouth curved down. “Are you sure that’s what you want?” I 
nodded silently. She extended her hand to me again and I placed it in my own. I closed my 
eyes and when I opened them again, we were back in my bedroom—the curtain fire still as 
frozen as it was before.

“Before I leave you, Bakari, there is one thing you must know. In order for you to 
understand who you are, you must reach deeper than your African ancestry—that is only a 
small part of it.” She released my hand and walked to the bedroom door. 

“When you want to talk to me again, you know now how to reach me. Now, use 
that bowl of water and put that fire out.” She opened the door and exited into the hall, as 
the flame over the curtain began waving and spreading again. I grabbed the bowl of water 
I had earlier and used it to put the fire out. I’d worry about how I was going to explain this 
to my mom later. I threw the bowl to the side and rushed into the hallway after Elizabeth.

“Elizabeth?” I rushed down the stairs, unsure of how she may have left. 

“Elizabeth! Wait, I’m sorry; don’t leave, yet!” She had vanished as furtively as she had 
appeared.
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The front door opened, and my mom entered, holding a bag of groceries. “Bakari? 
Who are you yelling at?”

“Huh?” I looked around in search of a lie. “Oh, I was on the phone.”
“Oh, okay...There’s a case of bottled water in the trunk. Grab it for me?”
“Yes, ma’am.” I approached the front door. “Ma, do you know of a relative we had

named Elizabeth? Really pretty, about your height, with long, beautiful hair?”

She placed her hand on her hip. “I think your father’s paternal grandmother was 
named Elizabeth—so, your great-grandmother. But she passed away before he was even 
born. Why?” I shook my head. “Nothing.”

“You know what, I think he may have some old pictures of her somewhere in the 
attic. He’s got a late class today, but text him and ask him.” Great-Grandma Elizabeth. Is 
that who she was, my great-grandmother?

PART 2.

After dinner my dad still wasn’t home, but I went to the attic, in search of 
Elizabeth, anyways. It had been years since I’d been up there, but my father was 
constantly moving back and forth in search of old books and God knows what else. He 
promised me there was a brown chest filled with pictures and records somewhere up here. 

My dad had surprisingly kept the attic neat over the years. 

I walked up the stairs and was surprised to see that he’d transformed the former 
storage unit into a home office of sorts. Bookshelves lined the walls and there was even a 
desk and a recliner chair near a window that overlooked the backyard. I use my phone 
flashlight to make my way to the middle of the room to pull the string of the harbor breeze 
light bulb.
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“Brown chest...Brown chest.” I panned the room and within seconds, realized it 
was hidden in the corner, right underneath all of the awards and trophies Mom wouldn’t let 
Dad hang in the living room. I’d seen the chest a million times before, but I’d never cared 
to open it. My father was certain that I’d find pictures of Elizabeth somewhere inside. I 
knelt, pulling the chest out of the corner, using my hand to brush dust off of its top. After a 
bit of tugging, I finally got the top open and immediately a musty smell of mildewed wood 
slapped me in the face, and I sneezed. “I better make this quick.” I pulled my shirt over my 
mouth and nose. 

At the top were pictures of people I recognized. Pictures of my dad when he was 
younger. Pictures of my aunts and uncles and a lot of my dad’s parents. There are old 
driver’s licenses, birth certificates, even my paternal grandparents’ high school diplomas.

“Class of 1992,” I read. Yikes. I placed these all on the floor next to me, and as I 
reached the bottom of the chest, I felt goosebumps rush down my spine. There was a 
single photo of a woman with Elizabeth’s face. She’s wearing glasses, and this time her 
long hair is shoulder length, but I can tell it was still as thick and curly as when she 
appeared in my bedroom. She’s wearing a black blouse covered in white polka dots, and 
behind her is a giant crayon on each side—one red, the other blue. Elizabeth was an 
educator. Just like my father, her grandson. I wondered if he knew. I pulled the photo into 
my chest, wishing I were hugging the real Elizabeth instead. I slipped the photo into my 
back pocket and quickly returned the rest of the photos and documents to the chest. My 
mind retreated to the last thing she said to me:

When you want to talk to me again, you now know how to reach me.

I rushed to my bedroom to retrieve the bowl and refill it with water. When I’m sure 
my mom is asleep, I light the candle, this time certain to keep it away from the curtains. 
Unlike before, when I call out to my ancestors now, I know that Elizabeth is somewhere 
listening. I sat down at my desk and closed my eyes.
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“Dearest Elizabeth,” I began. “You’re real. You were a real person here on earth, 
and I know it’s not a mistake that you were here with me earlier. I’m grateful that you came 
to speak to me and I—I’m so sorry I was so hot headed and impatient. But I need you. I 
need to finish our conversation. I need to talk to you, and I need you to continue guiding 
me. If you could please back and talk to me...please, great-grandmother. So, may it be.” A 
breeze rushed through the bedroom. “Elizabeth?” I call out, but it’s only an open window, 
my attempt at ridding the room of the smoke fumes. Maybe she wasn’t coming this time. I 
reached into my pocket and sat the photo of her on the windowsill.

“I always hated that photo.” I turned around to see Elizabeth standing with her 
arms crossed. “They put me in front of those crayons like I was the student.”

“Elizabeth...you’re here!” I rushed over, pulling her in for a hug. She returned the 
embrace. “You’re my great-grandmother. And you were a teacher! Like my dad, your 
grandson.”

She nods as I speak. “Why didn’t you tell me before?”

She shrugged. She wore the same flowing white dress and her beautiful hair 
dances over her shoulders this time. “It wasn’t important at the moment.”

“At first I didn’t know if I believed in all of this. But then I found that picture of you 
in the attic and I knew you were real...you’re really my great-grandmother.”

“Well, Bakari, in order for you to have called out to your ancestors in the first 
place, you had to have believed that we were really out there somewhere, and that we 
were divinely connected. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be here.”

“Thank you for coming back. What should I call you now? I mean, I can’t keep 
calling my grandma by her first name.”
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“You’ve got that right,” she grinned. “I’ll be like the hip grandmothers of the 2050s. 
Call me G.G. Liz.” I nodded and smiled. “G.G. Liz. I’ve been thinking about what you said, 
about me needing to look deeper than my African ancestry to know who I truly am. Can 
we try again?”

She extended her hand to me, and this time I didn't hesitate to hold hers in mine. I 
close my eyes, and when I open them again, we have returned to the white space.

“Will you ever be able to tell me what this place is?” I asked, looking around again 
into the nothingness.

“When it’s time, you’ll see. Are you ready to do your work, Bakari? The work it 
requires for you to come into your knowing?”

“I’m ready.” She began walking and just as before, I followed her. If only I knew 
where we were going. “So, my African ancestry—whatever it truly is—it only makes up 
part of who I am, right?”

“I’d say so, yes.”

“And having been born in America, that’s another part. Even though sometimes it 
feels unfortunate to be here and to be black here.” She nodded without turning back to 
me. “But if I’m looking deeper than ancestry to find out who I am, I guess I would have to 
look within myself.”

“So, then look within yourself, Bakari. And when you do, what do you find?”

“I don’t completely know. I just know that’s where I have to look.”

She turned around, grabbing my hands.
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“Oh, Bakari, you know, beloved. You know.When you look within yourself, at your 
inner being, what do you see? What’s in there?”

I shook my head. “I don’t—Uh, there’s passion.”
“Passion.” She resumed walking. “Passion for what?”
“Passion for words. For literature. Black literature.”
“What else?”

I stopped to stare at her. “I—I don’t know. Can’t you just tell me?” I remembered 
my frustration and impatience from before and took a deep breath.She turned back to look 
at me again. “What’s your middle name, Bakari?”

My middle name? I hated my middle name. When I don’t answer her, she turns 
away again and begins walking. Where was she going?

“It’s Camar,” I called to her. “What does that have to do with anything?”
She doesn’t look back this time. “And what does Camar mean, Bakari? Surely your father
told you.” And he had, when I was a kid. I could barely remember it now; it’d been so long 
since I thought about. But I could never truly forget.

“Well, there’s an African translation that means ‘he who is a teacher.’ I’m not really sure
what country.” Elizabeth turned to me and smiled. She raised her hands and from the 
ground rose what seemed to be an endless ring of books, completely occupying the once 
bare, white space. I looked down and even the ground had transformed into a beautiful 
rug of browns, reds, oranges, and greens, and I hadn’t felt a single thing. “Where are we 
now?” 

When she didn’t respond, I approached the endless shelf of books. The first I 
pulled down was the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, the first slave narrative I 
had ever read. It was still my favorite. 
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I turned back to look at Elizabeth who smiled, offering a nod. I pulled the book into 
my arms. I noticed Toni Morrison next—every book she had ever written, from The Bluest 
Eye down to Tar Baby. There was Octavia Butler, Zora Neale Hurston, Charles Chesnutt, 
James Weldon Johnson, Phillis Wheatly, even James Baldwin. It was endless. And every 
book was from a black author.

“Bakari?” I’d almost forgotten she was there. “You seemed to not to have known 
who you were, where you belonged. But some of those things don’t matter as much as 
you think they do. Who you are stems from what you give to the world, that you can’t get 
back. And your father named you with intention. Somehow, he already knew. You’re a man 
of great promise Bakari.

And you’re a teacher, a giver—”
“I’m a giver of knowledge?”

“What kind of knowledge, Bakari?” I looked down at the books in my hands, then
allowed my eyes to follow what must be hundreds of thousands of books surrounding me 
on the shelves.

“This literature. All of this literature.” I thought of the way I became encapsulated by
African American literature once I truly began studying it. The way Frederick Douglass 
knew he’d forge a path to freedom through literacy, and how I always felt I could, too. 
These words, these stories—they gave me identity and understanding of myself the way 
nothing else did. Maybe G.G. Liz was showing me that it was my duty to teach; to give this 
same knowledge, through literature, to those who would come behind me. I looked up 
from the slew of books, and in an instant, we were standing in my bedroom again. In my 
hands were the few I’d picked up. “Wait, what about all those other books? I need those!”

“Don’t worry, Bakari. Start with those in your hands, and when you’re ready for 
more, you know how to reach me, alright?”
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“Is it all this simple? I can call you at any moment and you give me the answers I 
can’t figure out?” She stood near the bedroom door.

“You can call me, and yes I’ll come. But I’m only a guide. You do all of the hard 
work, like you did today.” She paused and stared at me. “Before I go, there’s one more 
thing I want to say to you, Bakari. I know you feel stuck, like your “just being black” or 
African American isn’t enough. But I promise you, my beloved great-grandson, that it is 
enough—it is an abundance.

Use that literature to continue discovering and understanding all that blackness is, 
all that it can be. All that you are, Bakari; all that you can be. And then, when you’re ready, 
you offer that to others. You share it, and offer that same knowledge and experience to 
someone else. Oh, and the next time you’re frustrated with life, try not to set your bedroom 
on fire.” She opened the door and stepped into the hallway.

“G.G. Liz, wait!” She turned to face me. “Thank you. I—Thank you, so much.” She
winked and disappeared down the hall. I closed my bedroom door and grabbed the 
journal on my desk.

12/4/53
“Who you are stems from what you give to the world that you can’t get back...
Teacher. Giver of knowledge. Use that literature to discover all that blackness is, 

and then share it.”
- G.G. Liz

“Bakari?” My dad stuck his head into my bedroom. “You still up?”
I forced my journal closed. “Yes, sir. Just jotting down a few thoughts.”
He approaches my desk, picking up a book. “Ralph Ellison, The Invisible Man. 

Where’d all the new books come from?” I smiled. “A dear friend.”
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He turned his head. “My Grandma Liz. I see you found her picture. What prompted 
that?”

“I guess I just had a feeling about her.” I retrieved the picture from the windowsill 
and we both smiled at G.G. Liz together. “She was beautiful and brilliant, Dad.”

“Yeah, she was, man. Oh, yes, she was.”
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Damn Those Lips
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Kisses N autumn R shy N whisper to her juicy lips
I listen to the spirits quiet breeze moisten and tickle cherry juicy 
lips

I admire booty jiggle and titties bounce and smiling angelic skin
I thank God for her vicious thighs high and juicy lips

My overalls give up much erection space to honor her properly
My showers R longer and soapier because of her juicy lips

A walk down the avenue will stop traffic and helicopters trip
I get jealous of chapsticks slippery kiss on those juicy lips

God won't let the sun shine without her fine-ass silhouette 
outside
The sandman and father time R late because those juicy lips

Santa Claus cums twice a year and not for the oatmeal cookies
Baby new year grew up fuckin quick because of juicy lips

I inspect every face I see
But like Nikki's lips none do me justice
I don't require much
But damn!
Maybe...just those cherry juicy lips 

Alprentice X Aries



Me And My Chicken
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You wanna know why I lick my fingers as I suck the bones shiny and clean

You wanna know why we put a little sugar in the cornbread then crumble cornbread up in a 

bowl of beans

You wanna know why we be brush-in our hair and wearing wave caps and Afro-Sheen

You wanna know why backyard sun tea juicy watermelon and fried chicken is our go to 

cuisine

Excuse me for one second while I wipe my fingers and lips clean

OK...you see...check it!

Me and my chicken been sharing greasy napkins sense my mothers mothers fathers fathers 

grandfathers fathers mothers father and mother bought along chicken and fish recipes to 

coat with herbs cornmeal banana leaves and plantains passed down and offered tribal 

traditional menus mixed in gourd and carved out wooden bowls handmade utensils that 

were permitted on masters 40 acres after tasteless and unseasoned overcooked and 

overbooked boat rides sailing to no summer summer summertime picnics at all left us 

tryptophan chitlin overloaded in ousted banquet t.v. compartmentated dinner trays with 

brownie desserts that never nuke or reheat right like Sanford and Son reruns and Now or 

Later sweet hard to chew stuck in the teeth memories in between “they really do always 

want to eat chicken and watermelon” suburban white rapper jokes and uncle will’s “lets just 

sit back and unwind'' dental and mental school cleanings…

Shit...it's just like heaven it’s so finger-licking. 

God bless me and my chicken! 

Alprentice X Aries
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Me and my chicken been rollin side by side way before Pee Wee Herman visited 

movie houses in trench coats and Ray-Bans Cruise way before the aqua lazy boy tried to 

hook me up wit Miss Yvonne and before Lisa Bonet’s Angel Heart made me wish she was 

my sister sleeping in the room next to mine so I didn't nightly have to hear my drunk father 

beating my mama’s ass once again cuz when he got home from the American made car 

plant and wanted his dinner on his place mat at the head of the four more payments to call 

it our own table in front of his and his only chair my mama had given me the big piece of 

chicken that one big breast and left his limp minded ass two small drumsticks a couple 

spoonfuls of rice and beans that wasn't nearly enough to soak up the six pack of Miller 

Genuine Draft he drank in the repo men looking for delinquent on payments baby blue 

Cadillac Coupe DE chill on the drive home getting his He-Man courage up just enough to 

feel strong to show his overly independent woman how he was the man of “this damn 

house” then cursing everybody and everything including the missing a cushion fresh cut 

grass money green colored smelly Lazy Boy he sat in to scratch his balls and fart then deal 

the smell on one of us while hating that my mothers vagina was the head of household the 

final answer and discarded question the queen bitch so pissed that it wasn't his 

uneducated erect dickhead in control no it was mom me and my piece of chicken that set 

the tone of the crib and initiated his attitudes frustrations empty belly and so you my “Dear 

Father” couldn't stand it...Shit y'all

God bless me and my chicken!
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Me and my chicken been homies way before Martin Luther tha King woke up in the 
middle of the night opened up the Frigidaire and grabbed a cold wing and a oven reheated 
biscuit went back to bed and woke up the next morning looked in the mirror while wiping 
Eye Boogers brushing in his waves and thought “Damn...I have a dream” which was then 
handed off too and echoed back by Gil Scott-Heron “Whitey on The Moon” with heads of 
steam hot as hell enough to be bubbling up Nina Simone's oatmeal sugar bowl way before 
1999 was a year when years before the wax Prince made that shit perfectly clear it was as 
sweet as if Aretha the queen of Detroit soul sung to Miss Parks bus ride sitting not moving 
rhythm like she had been told to do so Malcolm took vigil in his peeping out the window 
‘Right On! magazine”pose to become iconic a picture as the police and their knees now get 
comfortable on the necks and backs of  black folks screaming out for Barracks bomber 
jacket in the rain “I got this shit” snapshot while he stood upright all night in the shadows of 
love and hope of a new next day of sunshine with assorted menus of change on our 3 or 6 
piece food platter of soul...Shit y'all

God bless me and my chicken! 

Me and my chicken been keepin ears to the sidewalks when street taught to home 
educated unwillingly emancipated to learning sense I be holding onto my mothers apron 
hoping my annoying tug will get me the first opportunity to lick the spoon and bowl of the 
half assed bullshit heartless government gifted “Free brownie mix” wondering if the 
message was in the wording on the front the  back and the side of the brown no label box 
when my brother asked if his white friend that lived behind the backyard and around the 
block if their  family got a government gifted box that said “whitey cake mix” on the front 
the back and the side of a white no label box...Damn y'all

God bless me and my chicken!
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So Mr. Anglo and Mr. Banjo…go on...
You stereotype it but at dinner time tables we hold hands say amen pray as we reveal in 
and super hype it
You don't or won’t see my chicken and its history even if you had a napkin fork and a knife 
you couldn't
My drumstick
Is hot under the streetlights bullshiting summers and basement blunt 40 ounce St. Ides 
Mickey’s big mouth parties 
My cold wing
Is the glue of household traditions and too tired to cook anything leftovers first come eats 
last come goes hungry
My fathers piece
Saved big juicy chicken breast is a good and a bad and even worse memory to smack my 
lips on
My chicken thighs
Were my first girlfriends and the hickeys on my neck to tag my Johnson their property with

So you can laugh and snicker about me and my chicken if you want to
But make sure to know the facts
Know why watermelon and chicken is always wanted for dinner and dessert at the kitchen 
table or picnic outside or on the stoop where seeds and voices fly freely and fertilize hard 
ground that lacks love
My chicken is my pain
My chicken is my history
My chicken has my back
So...hell yes to my greasy ass fingers and shiny lips
It's just like heaven it’s so finger-licking
Shit y'all

God bless me and my chicken!!



My interest in this submissions was inspired by Edwidge Danticat quote from, The Farming of Bones. 
“Misery won’t touch you gently. It always leaves its thumbprints on you; sometimes it leaves them for 
others to see, sometimes for nobody but you to know of.” 

The photograph captures a young man embracing the world. This art piece shows misery can create 
wonderful and majestic colors with hidden acts of bravery and courage. More than just standing in the 
sea or venturing off to distant lands. The acts of breaking the cycle can come in self-created traditions.

The poem was inspired by my beautiful creation that is bold in strength and love.  

Photographer and Writer: Rebecca Iris   Model: Jamar DanielsLIFE 
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The hug that changed my life

My son hugged me after our fathers are long gone.

While I flicker like a glitch in our hallway, 
he opens his arms without saying a word. 
My son did not cave nor shrink as he held 34 years in place.
 
His eardrums had to endure a whelp of awareness,
as if our creator took form to make an appearance.
 
Whaling out a chant “I have not hug, not true, until this day.”

I felt his arms clutch on,
hugging me like it was his first time in a long time.
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Requiem For 
Akeem
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Morgan Christie

Dante was done. The last letters stained the page and the swirling sound of lead 
markings scratched the line as it rang through his ears and tickled him in a place he didn’t 
know existed. He picked the two pieces of paper up and gently brushed his thumbs 
against the words he’d been trying to push out for almost two months.

“Finished,” Dante said in a burst. “Finally finished.”
Akeem walked up behind him and glanced over his shoulder, not even a good five 

seconds, “Took you long enough.”

Dante’s adrenaline had bolstered his ego just enough to ignore the snide snip as he 
continued to caress the paper.

“Don’t wear a hole in it, D,” Akeem laughed. “Just kidding. I’m proud of you.”
“Thanks, Keem.”

Dante continued relishing but noticed Akeem mosey towards the window before 
stopping in front of it. He was looking at the closed blinds like he could see something on 
the other side.

“You ever gonna open these again?” Akeem asked.
“Nope,” Dante replied.

Akeem glanced at Dante, “What about the light?”

“What about it?” Dante posed the question, sharply, folding the two sheets evenly 
before putting them into his pocket.

Dante grabbed the hoodie from the back of his chair and headed for the door.
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“Where we going?” Akeem followed behind Dante, sure his friend didn’t hear the 
question.

Dante stopped in the hallway downstairs, lacing up his Jordans so that the aglets 
wouldn’t drag unnecessarily. They were his favorite shoes, all white retro 3s. The shoes 
were still glowingly crisp after a month of wear. Dante wanted to keep the shoes in his 
room, but his mother’s new no shoes in the house policy didn’t permit it. She told him the 
instinct to put his shoes on upstairs before leaving the house would be too strong, that that 
instinct could be solved by leaving them at the door.

“It’s just an excuse for you to have to stop, D,” Akeem told him when she made the 
rule. “She wants to know when you come and go. Can’t blame her, you run out of here like 
a bat out of hell most of the time. She worries.”

Dante discovered that he wasn’t wrong. Each time he traced the entrance or bent 
down to tie up those beautiful new kicks, she’d show up.

“Hey stranger,” Dante’s mother, Mary-Ann, inevitably approached. “Where are you 
headed?”

“Nowhere,” Dante fought the inclination to roll his eyes.

Mary-Ann let a slight curve of disappointment occupy her face, it was fleeting, but 
present enough in her lowered brow and pursed lip. Present enough for Dante to catch it.

“Okay, well don’t be too long. I’m making fried gizzards tonight. Can you pick up 
some macaroni to go with them?”

Dante stood and eased his tone with her, “Thanks Mom, and I will. I won’t be an 
hour.”

Mary-Ann nodded and approached Dante.
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He was so much taller than her now, sometimes it made them both uneasy. He, 
remembering the way it felt to have someone watching over him that he could look up to, 
she, remembering the comfort of holding a thing she could carry that loved her. Time had a 
way of altering those rememberings. She, no longer able to carry the weight of the child that 
was no longer a child, too heavy to wrap up and coddle and protect, even though it was all 
she felt she had to give. He, no longer able to look up at almost anyone, being seventeen 
and six foot four made it difficult, but so did the realities of the world around him. 

Looking up at anyone automatically puts you beneath them, something didn’t feel 
right about that to Dante anymore. Dante grinned at his mother and she lifted her hand to 
his cheek, laboured but sure, and grinned back.

“See ya,” Dante pulled away, reaching for the door.
“Bye,” Mary-Ann paused. “Oh, did you finish your rap?”

Dante didn’t look back as he stepped outside, careful not to rub his sneaker 
bottoms too roughly against the flaky red paint of the patio “Yeah, I did.”

Dante and Akeem headed north when they turned out of the walkway. It would be a 
straight shot up the street.

“I love cement, man,” Akeem hopped from one sidewalk slab to the other.
“What?” Dante chuckled.

Akeem laughed with him, “It’s weird but true. The sound the loose pebbles make as 
you crush em’. It makes me feel good. I don’t know why. You remember when we used to 
play hopscotch?”

Dante did. The secret tradition they had adopted in the first grade. They’d seen a 
group of girls playing it at school and wondered what it might be like. 
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A sort of unspoken rule set in that if they were going to play it, it’d have to be 
somewhere no one would spot them. They’d meet up behind Akeem’s building before the 
streetlights came on, and take turns drawing the hopscotch frame out on the broken 
cement parking lot no one used anymore. Akeem would take a small piece of chalk, one of 
the disregarded bits at the end of the board, from school and pocket it until it was time to 
play. The first time they tried it, it was harder than expected. Having to balance, move 
forward and back and down and up, and to keep an eye open and over their shoulders, at 
all times. It was multitasking on steroids, no simple feat for a pair of six-year-olds, but they 
loved the game. The thrill of having a secret they could share.

Dante heard the pebbles under his feet, sliding into the grooves of the Jordans and 
flatness of the sidewalk as he and Akeem headed down the street, and recalled the sound 
from when they were children. Dante thought about being short of breath, wobbling and 
laughing hysterically when Akeem would fall flat on the pavement. He thought about 
hopping across those pale white numbers, one, two-.

Akeem let out a roar of a laugh and said to Dante, “I knew we were gonna be 
ballers that day. Our hops were beasts even then. Then you grew into a lanky monster and 
I rocked the sickest handles in the district. I always knew.”

The two reminisced as they bobbed and weaved through the empty sidewalk 
before Akeem asked, 

“You excited about school next year? Got the full ball ride and everything.”
“Yeah, I guess,” Dante spoke quietly. “I wish you were coming with me though.”

Dante glanced at Akeem, who had quickly calmed his usual fiery demeanor, 
caught off guard by Dante’s comment.

“That’s life, D.” Akeem said in a low hum. “Some of us don’t get to choose our 
paths. We’re just on them, until we’re not.”
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Dante’s eyes widened as he looked into Akeem’s. Both full and both empty.
“Hey, Dante,” a familiar voice shouted from beside them.

He looked over, not realising where he was, and saw Nidia coming out of the front 
doors of the apartment. A slight breeze hit the back of Dante’s neck, he felt the coolness 
radiate and ripple the small sweat droplets forming under the hoodie, he pulled his collar 
up and tightened it against the wind. The apartment looked so normal, quiet even, but it 
also looked like a place Dante didn’t know. A place he’d never run the halls or climbed the 
stairs in some imaginary world where those hallways curved like paths and the stairs 
elevated like a mountain and reaching the top was the most satisfying place he’d ever
stepped.

“How’ve you been?” Nidia asked, inches away from Dante.
He felt like she was too close to him, like she’d imposed herself however 

inadvertent, but imposed nonetheless. Dante took a slight step backwards, outwardly 
cringing at the action. Nidia noticed, and also, took a step back. Dante felt hollow then, 
seeing her seeing him, immediately wishing he had just kept still.

“Pretty good,” Dante slowly replied. “Haven’t seen you around school...”
Nidia nodded, “Yeah, Mamá’s been working doubles so I’ve been keeping the 

baby, but I’ve been getting my work done.”

“That’s good, let me know if there’s anything I can do to help.”

“Thanks,” Nidia forced a smile, pulling two loose strands of hair behind her ear.
The two stood in silence for a few moments, both attempting to maneuver the space 
between them. They were never friends, but had a common acquaintance. Sharing 
conversation, just the two of them, felt as unnerving as running into someone you only 
talked to through a mutual friend that sparked humor and solace in what otherwise would 
be a horribly awkward encounter. Dante and Nidia had known each other most of their 
lives, and this was the longest conversation the two had ever had.
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“Have you heard from Ms. Johnson?” Nidia abruptly asked. “No one has seen her 
since”

“No,” Dante interrupted. “I haven’t.”
“Well, I hope she’s okay,” Nidia looked down and motioned towards Dante’s feet. 

“You’re wearing them.”
Dante froze as Nidia continued, “I’m glad she gave them to you.”
“Why wouldn’t she,” Dante responded faster than intended. “She had no use for 

them.”
Nidia caught his eye then, she looked as haunted as he felt. He wished he could 

take it back, but Dante also understood that pointless wishes were a waste of time.
“I gotta go,” he said.

Nidia nodded, neither saying bye to the other. They parted ways, brisk and 
assured, headed in different directions. Dante stuffed his hands in his pockets, finding the 
warmth mellowing and the tight space, constricting; it made him feel safer. A couple 
months back, just before Dante began writing his song, he started wrapping his hands with 
multiple layers of gauze. He would wrap it as tight as his circulation would allow. His 
mother had told him that as a baby, when he first started sleeping alone, she’d check on 
him in the middle of the night and his socks would be on his hands. She put it to some sort 
of coping method for having to sleep alone. 

Dante tried reenacting the whole adorable ordeal, shoving his hands down the first 
pair of socks he found. It did nothing. Maybe if they were tighter, he thought, maybe then 
he’d feel something like he did as a baby. He found smaller and smaller pairs, but it wasn’t 
working. Eventually, he made his way to the bathroom and started wrapping gauze around 
his fingers. Watching the tips mutate to a stunning blue purple, finally feeling something 
familiar. Something that made him exhale, made him breathe out in relief and pleasure and 
pain. Dante did that a few more times, eventually, the feeling ceased to be a good one. But 
after that conversation with Nidia, fists pressing so hard into his pockets the seams were 
doing all they could from bursting, it felt familiar again. It felt like they were in a
place they needed to be.
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“Which color do you think suits me?” Akeem asked, jumping back on the sidewalk, 
carrying a blue fitted hat and a red one.

“Where’d you get those?”
“Doesn’t matter,” Akeem lifted both hats, teeter-tottering them in front of Dante. 

“Which?”
“I don’t know, Keem,” Dante mumbled. “You choose.”
Akeem hesitated, “Wouldn’t it be great if we always had a choice?”
Dante didn’t respond to Akeem, but instead said, “I have to get the macaroni.”

Dante took a sharp right turn and pushed open the convenience store door with a 
single thrust. Akeem followed. Dante saw Jerome behind the register, scrolling through his 
phone like he wasn’t at work or even pretending to care about the job. Jerome’s uncle 
owned the place and Dante was sure that had nepotism’s long arm not been involved, he 
would have been fired by his second shift. Dante grabbed the box of macaroni and 
lingered around the fridges. He thought about grabbing a drink, there were always two for 
one specials going, but Dante figured the buy was only worth the deal, and he didn’t need 
two drinks. He could just steal one, but that wouldn’t affect Jerome poor customer service, 
it would hurt his uncle, and Dante didn’t believe the one remaining neighbourhood grocer 
needed anymore hardships. No one did. He approached Jerome at the counter, pulling 
some change from his pants pocket.

“Sup,” Jerome pulled away from his screen long enough to notice him.
“Sup,” Dante gave him a slight head nod.
Jerome punched in the macaroni, “Yo, how do you think this looks?”

Jerome angled his phone towards Dante and showed him a selfie.

“Looks fine,” Dante glanced at Akeem, he said nothing, but was clearly fighting 
back laughter.
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“You sure,” Jerome repeated. “I feel like the light is putting a weird shadow over 
my face.”

“I’m kind of in a hurry, Jerome.”

Jerome’s attention was back on Dante, who was no longer hiding his impatience, 
“My bad, 2.14.”

The number made Dante pause, there was an unknown familiarity to their order. 
Dante didn’t think about it for very long.

Money was exchanged and Jerome bagged up the macaroni, but not before 
asking, “You hear them shots last night?”

The question caught Dante’s attention.
Jerome motioned, “Those things seemed extra loud. Blem, blem, blem!”

Dante winced at each sound effect like they were real things; hot steel, punctured 
lungs, and final gasps for air.

Jerome went on, “Yo, my cat took off when they popped, she flew down the stairs 
and didn’t come back to my room the rest of the night. Shit was hilarious.”

Dante joined in on the laugh before he asked, “What did you do?”

Jerome replied, “What do you mean?”
“When you heard the shots,” Dante clarified. “What did you do?”
Jerome shrugged, “Nothing, just stayed on my phone.”

Dante took the bag from Jerome, “That’s crazy. Your cat reacted to the gunshots in 
a more human way than we did.”
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Jerome squinted, “So you heard them?”
This time, Dante shrugged, “Probably, but I didn’t notice.”

Jerome nodded before he went back to editing his selfie as Dante and Akeem left 
the store.

“You going to tell me where we’re going now?” Akeem asked.
“No,” Dante replied. “Almost there.”
Akeem paused, shifting his eyes across the street, “We going to where it 

happened?”

Dante stopped walking and gave Akeem a hard look, one so loaded Dante was 
sure Akeem could feel the familiarity of a barrelling heat against his skin, like a scolding 
iron, or another hot thing that hurt to the touch.

“Why would you ask that?” Dante asked firmly.

Akeem pointed to where he recently looked, “Because it’s right there.”

Dante took notice of the direction Akeem pointed, they were right there. Another 
breeze passed under Dante’s clothes and sent his body into a chill. From a distance, Dante 
saw the candles and a few stray hydrangeas outlining the picture he’d been avoiding. The 
little he could see looked nothing like it did in the beginning. There were floods of flowers. 
They decorated the corner in such abundance it was as though people thought the 
liveliness of the dead plants could breathe life into anything they surrounded. So they kept 
coming. Stacks and stacks of pale and colorful pedals draped over messages of goodwill, 
photos, and the base of too many lit candles. Dante knew it was a fire hazard. That’s why 
he never went over there. That’s what he told himself. Now, there were so few flowers, so 
few remnants of life in the space. That was always how it went, Dante told himself. Things 
meant so much, until they didn’t.
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Dante walked away from where he and Akeem stood and approached the place 
he’d been heading. He took his hand from his pocket, reached out and touched the rusted 
bars as his fingers bounced from one rod to another, scraping bits of metal remnants into 
the beds of his finger tips. He looked over the fence at the empty graveyard and thought of 
the last time he was there. The grief. He’d never witnessed it quite like that. Dante had 
seen death before, but never a grief like that, one that left so many people immovable. 
Dante didn’t know that grief’s power could resonate beyond all of what so many people 
were. They turned into the graveyard.

“You sure you want to do this?” Akeem whispered.

“I have to,” Dante nodded as he patted the papers in his pocket. “That’s what all of 
this was for.”

The two walked the smoothly zig-zagged path, Dante carefully lifting his feet to 
avoid unnecessary scuffs. They walked around the memories of the living. Dante would 
read random gravestones: wife, husband, mother, father, sister, brother, daughter, son; 
friend. All titles wrapped around the realities of the people the dead left behind, but very 
rarely the dead themselves. Dante was sure that the wife might have been a reader or the 
husband a chef, the mother a surgeon or the father an easy rock enthusiast, the daughter a 
singer or that the friend was undoubtedly a lover of life. They were all confined to the 
things other people needed them to be, even in death, it was a reality no one could 
escape.

“I think you should open your window, D.” Akeem said as the two arrived at the 
gravestone.

Dante sat down directly in front of it, “Why won’t you open it?”

“Why does it matter?” Dante asked.
“Why doesn’t it?” Akeem replied.
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Dante exhaled and bit his lower lip, pulling the papers from his pocket and 
unfolding them like he was unravelling a baby that recoiled into a safe space.

“You know the last time I had it open?” Dante’s eyes met Akeem’s again. “It was 
that night. I closed the window the next day because it was such a mess outside, 
everywhere else actually, and I didn’t want any of it to get inside. Messes are so much 
easier to take care of when they stay on the outside.”

Akeem knelt down beside Dante, “What are the chances we wore the same shoe 
size? The giant and the shrimp.”

“Which one of us was the giant?” Dante asked.
Akeem chuckled a bit, “I guess it depends on the way you look at it, doesn’t it?”
Akeem lowered his eyes as Dante stated, “You know the thing that really gets me 

about that night. I heard gunshots. Just like Jerome did last night. One, two, thre-”

Dante’s voice began to shake before he began again, “I heard three gunshots a 
little after two and I didn’t even get out of bed. We’re so used to the sound we don’t even 
remember what it feels like to be afraid of them anymore.”

Dante’s shakiness transitioned to his hands, he tried to keep them still, but they 
shook and shook and the papers they held rippled like tempered water.

“You have to open the window, Dante,” Akeem inched closer to his friend.

“The first thing mom told me was that I had to be strong,” Dante stared at the 
gravestone. “I didn’t even know what had happened yet. That they found you lying there in 
a pool of yourself. Frozen at their feet like you were never real. She hadn’t even told me 
what happened, but I had to be this strong thing, for her. For everyone.”

“You don’t have to be for me,” Akeem said.
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“You don’t count,” Dante replied. “Not anymore.”

Akeem quieted as Dante went on, “But I did it. I was strong for Mom, Ms. J, for 
Maria and Jerome and everyone that cried because they didn’t know what else to do.”

“You cried, you cried for months.”
“No I didn’t,” Dante looked puzzled.
Akeem pointed to the papers he held in his still shaky hands, “They’re right there, 

your tears I mean.”

“Oh,” Dante shrugged again. “I guess. I remember going up to my room after mom 
told me the cops deemed it a case of mistaken identity. I just sat there and thought; that 
was it? That was your life summed up. You were dead, and it was because someone 
wanted someone else dead.”

Dante paused, recollecting his thoughts of that night and the disappointment that 
ensued, “I googled ways to honor the dead, not just that keep their memories alive bullshit, 
something real. Something that would make your death seem like such a waste. That’s 
when I saw it. A requiem.”

“A mass for the dead, I know,” Akeem raised his eyebrow.
“So I’m here now. I can honor what you were. Every laugh, secret, and special 

thing. I wrote this for you, to tie it all together. I know how much you loved a clean verse.”

Akeem smiled as his shoulder twisted and he stood before he began to turn away 
from his friend,

“You didn’t write that for me.”
“What do you mean, of course I did,” Dante said as he held the piece of paper up 

towards Akeem as though he was able to feel the words the way Dante could. “This is all 
for you.”
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Akeem stared down at the gravestone bearing his name and examined the letters 
like they belonged to a stranger, “Requiems aren’t written for the dead, Dante.”

Akeem looked back at Dante as the words fell from his tongue, clinging to his 
mouth in a way that made his hesitancy uncomfortable. Dante noticed that these words 
were not light and airy like the words of the friend he knew. They were full and sure like the 
memory in front of him.

Akeem whispered, “Nothing is.”

Akeem began to walk, this time without Dante.

Dante warily stood and called out, “Where are you going?”

Akeem didn’t turn around, but Dante was sure he could see his cheek fill and 
heighten the way it would whenever he smiled.

Dante didn’t move, it almost felt like he couldn’t, so he shouted louder, “Aren’t you 
going to stay?”

Akeem still didn’t turn around. His strides were certain and strong, and even 
though Dante could still see him, his friend was getting smaller and smaller.

“But you haven’t heard it yet, Keem. Don’t you want to hear the song?” Dante 
called out.

He called out so loudly the shakiness of his hands was frightened away. They were 
still again, but they suddenly felt so cold. Dante felt them fiercely begin to scream from 
beneath his skin, deep down past the life lines and imprints of himself. They screamed so 
loudly, longing, to be wrapped in something warm.





African Village 
(Melbourne)
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PART 1.

It was Charlie more than Harpo channeled by the Ethiopian lad here, the softness 
and inner sweetness easily intuited. The black baseball cap with the high crown and 
springing dark locks were minor elements, additions to the captivating stagecraft. A true, 
living tramp in his case, almost entirely mute; almost all his conversation with his guys 
without any turn of head, asides without movement of lips. 

Hearing his voice for the first time was as if an oracle had suddenly spoken; a 
breakthrough of talkies which rather detracted from the larger effect of staring and 
downcast eyes. The African regulars at the tables told of a US $5m family home back in 
Addis (good families sliding like that being a wonder for these people). Observing the 
pantomime, the old sage heads from childhood around the kitchen table in their visiting 
clothes were recalled, men who had survived the war and whose whole burden was 
revealed in their gestures, their deft nods and unblinking eyes.

Here still in his early thirties the Ethiop with smooth young cheeks, carrying his 
trials deep within. Earlier in the year the man had been locked up for a number of weeks 
and his presence missed. On Nicholson Street he roamed sixty or seventy metres from 
Paisley to Irving corners, the heart of African Village.

The younger white guy who was the son of the highly strung woman had originally 
been assumed to be a Deaf. His signing had been observed a number of times, before one 
afternoon two or three weeks ago out front of the liquor store by the bins the chap had 
broken into fluid chat with a young lad. 

Tall and angular like his mother, though more relaxed in his movements; loose and 
free like the Sudanese and Ethiopians. The lady regularly became frantic, dashing about 
the street and rounding wildly on this one or that one for various reasons. 

Pavle Radonic
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More than once she had shrieked at different people for perceived cruelty to her 
boy. He’s my son! He’s my son! 

In fact even after these performances it had taken a long while to make the 
connection between the pair; the two had only been seen in close proximity the once. On 
that particular occasion a few days ago the mother had come up to the lad with some kind 
of enquiry.

In her usual manner she had come up abruptly and the lad had raised his hands 
high to reply in sign—something that had included numbering—rocking back slightly on his 
heels in order to deliver.

The young Ethiop was on good terms with all the Whites.

PART 2.

The big guy was pacing around back and forth with his jeans slipped 4 or 5 inches 
below his tee, in his motion a kind of struggle through quicksand. At the table he had 
appeared from the side suddenly, bending close with a snort, fingers raised to the mouth 
for his enquiry.

Earlier the man’s calling had come two or three dozen times from the tables further 
along. The calls had been remarkable for their particular form, suggesting as they did 
deepest jungle and the animals hidden in the foliage.

Drunk or high as a kite; stumbling only a little. The deep, resonant bursts one after 
the other as he went, head back-tilted for them.

On the man’s return after his saunter further down toward Irving Street, Faisal 
came out from behind his counter. Sudanese, yes, Faisal confirmed, without being able to 
add anything more than his laughter.
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After a ciggie the Sudanese had procured from somewhere he continued again 
under a tree back where he had begun.

Huu-Huu... Huu-Huu... Huu-Huu…

Some kind of exchange was managed with one of his compatriots it must have 
been further toward Paisley, the calling again immediately resumed. Later the sight of him 
in the gutter during a pause checking his phone seemed uncanny.

Hooting and hooting incessantly. The sunglasses had not been noticed when he 
had stopped at the table.

After his extended performance the man seemed to have run out of steam and his 
jeans drew his attention. Finally there was no more calling; perhaps he had tired himself 
out. The episode must have lasted almost an hour.

On the Equator the Malays could produce a range of expert bird calls, delicate, 
shrill and distinct. In the Montenegrin karst they were adept with the howl of the wolf, the 
grunt of the swine and bray of the donkey. After the war lacklustre speakers even at large, 
formal Communist Party meets could be loudly derided with the hoot of the owl.

The mimicked bleat of the lamb of course used to serve everywhere as put-down 
for blather. Sto bleish? What are you bleating about?

In our kolo, the traditional dance shared with the Greeks and various others, the 
flight of the eagle was mimicked.

On Nicholson Street here the call had come from the dense forest green of Central 
Africa that had been left far behind by the Sudanese immigrants.

At the first hint of desert sands and wastes colouring any Western thinking the 
Africans would quickly tell of the abundant water and greenery back home.
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Once Faisal had memorably put straight a customer who displayed his ignorance, 
assuring the man that where he was from no one slept under a tree.

Males among the Sudanese, like the Montenegrin and German Wolfs, were named 
after the beasts of their region. A couple of years ago Mr Akoon had been met in his group 
at Faisal’s brother’s café, a quiet man in chequered pork pie hat who sheepishly owned the 
association with the totem elephant of the jungle.

Some Googling discovered Dinka males were named after a variety of their prized 
bulls and oxen. There was some chance the baboon would be equally esteemed. A careful 
enquiry of the right man was needed. The South Sudanese Muslim Yousef was no good. 
Dinka language and the animist culture held no interest for Yousef. Mr Morwel the teacher 
would be the best option, but he was still over in Adelaide. The first-born of twins, as his 
name signified, Bol, a former child soldier with the half-finished MS of his experiences 
during the war, had returned back home, where he was attempting to get some kind of 
business off the ground. After two years over in Juba, Mr Aguer the historian had returned 
to Melbourne. Handled right, he was the man for the enquiry.

PART 3. 

Two separate tables in the front window. Left at the Eritrean there were two coffees 
and one water; right South Sudanese in the usual dressy attire with a larger collection of 
glasses.

         As always Morwel and the others in suit jackets if not the full panoply. Two or three 
ties. One of the Sudanese the last few days had flashed an especially bright gold watch 
band. Today he was not among the gathering.

         The old Australians in the pubs and restaurants of the early ‘60 had kept up similar 
appearances.
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There were a number of Sudanese restaurants in Footscray, but as one of the men 
explained last week, no cafes where the men could sit comfortably and linger.

A number of the Eritreans sat in their work gear—painters, car mechanics, 
plumbers. 

Once again it seemed among the Eritreans the fasters sat at perfect ease among 
their Christian countrymen. Looking on you needed to remind yourself.
      
   Abdulrazak had mentioned a couple of times these last few months that he did not take 
coffee. Yet going out for a ciggie after his iftar meal a short black was carted. One for 
himself, not for anyone else. 

         In the case of Abdulrazak’s brother Faisal you could trust what the man said: coffee, 
Coca Cola and carbonated drinks had never passed his lips. 

         Possibly Abdulrazak wasn’t properly understood; perhaps back home he had never 
imbibed.

         At one point this afternoon Morwel had directed a short sing-along for his four 
countrymen, accompanying the lads with a clap of his hands. Morwel’s was a kind of 
one-hand clapping, not of the Western form. Morwel kept one hand stationary while the 
other slapped the rhythm.

         Not unexpectedly, it turned out the men had been talking politics, the theme quickly 
focusing on the President of their newly independent country.

         The first president of newly independent South Sudan was a man by the name of 
Salva Kiir. A former soldier, Kiir had ascended to the post after a previous leader died in a 
plane crash. There was trouble brewing again of course in the country, the recently 
attained independence coming under pressure from the Muslim north.
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Kiir was a simple, straightforward man, Morwel explained. Fond of women and 
wine. As a young man he had fought in the first civil war that raged for seventeen years; 
after a decade of peace there had followed a second war that lasted twelve more years. 
During the latter period Kiir’s progression from soldier to politician culminated in the 
presidency.

As well as women and wine, Kiir was known to enjoy dancing. The former soldier 
relished dance and was widely acknowledged as especially talented. In dance the 
president’s spirits and the troubles of state which weighed on him always lifted, Morwel 
explained. Consequently the people liked to encourage their president in dance. It seemed 
at any opportunity the president could be induced to display his style.

One thought of Clinton and his saxophone; Mandela in aged years and other 
African leaders jiving before the cameras. The Zulu leader in Mandela’s time had also often 
been shown rocking and swaying with his people.

Seeing their president singing and dancing brought pleasure to the people and 
relief too presumably; Morwell indicated as much. From far distant Melbourne, Australia 
these emigres liked to encourage their leader, it seemed.

Sporadic military conflict had flared on numerous occasions in the last years in 
South Sudan. In relating the various details Morwel might have wondered what a White 
could make of such matters. It was always difficult to cross the bridge. In the window at 
Abdulrazak’s Footscray café the five suited Dinka men had sung a few bars in low tones 
while Morwel on the left clapped. There had been no whooping or hurrah. Low tones from 
four or five men.

It did not appear that Morwel himself had joined the chorus. In his chair Morwel 
had bent toward the circle and uptilted his head. As an older man, Morwel was clearly a 
leader of his community. Evenings he gave classes to Dinka women out in Fitzroy, around 
forty attending nightly.
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Other teachers used newspaper cuttings for their classes, Morwel said, while he 
himself preferred grammar and spelling. A Primary One textbook was Morwel’s chief 
resource; there was a photocopy machine in the rear of Abdulrazak’s shop which Morwel 
commandeered late afternoons preparing for his classes.

         Initially Morwell was guessed to be in his early sixties. In fact it was possible the man 
was well on the way to seventy, if not beyond. 

         All the troubles of a lifetime had not left discernible marks on Morwel. Beside him sat 
another older man, though some years younger. The remainder was much younger again, 
one with his signature cloth hat and overcoat in mid-Spring, where soon the horse-racing 
season would begin.

         In the three months since the return to Australia there had only been one or two sits 
at the other cafes here, the newest and coolest in Footscray upstairs opposite the market 
featured a bar, pool-table and barber in the corner. 

PART 4. Montaigne’s Friend 

Mr. Osman had booked his flight for the end of the month. This time last 
year—thirteen months ago he calculated—Mr. Osman had last been back home. At 
present he was awaiting his visa for Sudan. As there was no diplomatic office for Sudan in 
Australia, the passport needed to go to Kuala Lumpur. A week should see it all done, 
which would have Mr. Osman flying out on the 31st as scheduled.

This turned the talk to the route, either directly to the Middle East, or else a 
stop-over in KL. Either way, Qatar then Khartoum. In the latter city Mr. Osman had two 
shops and an unfinished apartment. The shops were let and brought in some income. 
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Work was needed on the apartment—adding a toilet and septic tank the main 
requirements—before it too could become an earner. Neither the shops nor the apartment 
had a toilet at present; as things stood the tenants went over to the near-by mosque to 
"piss.”

These works were the ostensible reason for Mr. Osman's trip. Of course the return 
home offered all kinds of additional attractions, not all needing to be detailed here.

Back over the border in Eritrea there would be the tenth anniversary of 
independence, this year to be held in Mr. O.'s hometown of Masawa. The Qatar stop-over 
presented something especially wonderful too. In Qatar Mr. Osman's friend from the early 
days in Saudi would be waiting. Almost fifty years the pair had known each other. The 
friend was a fellow Masawan, though the men had not been acquainted in boyhood back 
home; in the time since there had been a number of connections made between the 
families. Meanwhile the friend had become rich, a ship chandler's business developed into 
oil-trading; there was a villa on the water and other assets.

            — He very likes see me! Mr. O. declared with bursting pride. A wide, full radiance 
showing, of the kind not often encountered in men of that age.

Mr. Osman had experienced the joys of life; there was no doubt. Mr. Osman could 
become a little rapturous. On the one hand even-tempered, patient and deliberate, Mr. O. 
was also given to hilarity, to sly playfulness and boisterousness.

In his late sixties now, a father of eight, the children progressing “beautiful” in 
education and life. A lot to do with Mr. O.’s good management, one could safely assume. 
The three eldest, two boys and a girl, Mr. Osman had successfully married; two of these 
after trips back home escorted by himself. 

Khartoum was as much home to Mr. Osman as Masawa; even before the war the 
family had relocated in Sudan.
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           In his chair Mr. Osman was quietly dwelling on his upcoming trip. Having reached 
the Qatari stop and the introductory outline of his friend, a pause had ensued.

           At the airport the friend would await his visitor; unless Mr. Osman kept his arrival 
secret and intended to surprise. Beyond the keen anticipation Mr. O. did not indicate how 
that would go.

Mr. Osman sitting two feet across the table, eyes cast aside. Not focused exactly; 
not a reverie or fixity. There was nothing really to hint at the workings of mind and memory.

Not much could Mr. Osman say about this friendship in Qatar. How to tell a recent 
friend, one of the last five years, something of it? How to summarise?

Dark skin. Perhaps faintest red in the tint, as could sometimes be found in North 
Indians and Pakistanis; steel-rimmed glasses. Baseball caps that were adopted in Saudi 
had kept Mr. Osman’s face unwrinkled even after twenty-five years in that punishing heat.

Waiting then on Mr. Osman at the Qatar stop. There had been a short in-take of 
breath. Something further was to be added, something misplaced by Mr. Osman it 
seemed.

Prompting Osman somehow was not possible. The fullness of the moment, the 
sense of anticipation, was strong and just a trifle strained.

Mr. Osman’s face remained unchanged. Perhaps only the slightest, the most 
subtle and indescribable change. There had been some kind of alteration in the man as he 
sat silently. 

All at once, suddenly and unannounced, the long thin line of a tear became visible 
standing on Mr. Osman’s face. The overflow of emotion all at once seemed to have no 
precedence. 
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Thin and in a more or less straight line that had crossed the better part of the dark 
cheek, the tear had formed a small globule at the end. Uncannily, the other eye seemed to 
have remained dry.

Mr. Osman held his position in the chair. In the shadow against the wall the left 
side of his face was shrouded. Mr. Osman did not wipe the tear. The glasses had been 
removed at some point during the long pause.

No one in the café could have noticed. Eagle-eyed Faisal at the counter directly 
opposite might have observed what appeared an impasse, or blockage of some kind. Two 
of his regulars facing off rather strangely.

If Mr. Osman had flushed it was not apparent; everything suggested balance and 
order, collectedness and calm. No shifting in the chair, no twitch or adjustment. The 
shifting in chair was all on the other side.

Mr. Osman resumed again with the details of how the money was made by his 
Qatari friend. This he wanted to tell, Mr. Osman declared, recharged with purpose.

A little lunge from his chair now. 

Some sharp astuteness first of all had been important; recognition of opportunity 
and canny deal-making when the time was ripe. Steady coolness of head had been a 
factor. Subsequent manoeuvering that had got by the authorities and competitors drew 
little whoops and chortles from Mr. Osman. Broad smiles and beaming pride in the recall. 
      

Wealth and riches would not divide this pair, nor geography either. Montaigne’s 
friend could not have been dearer to the old magistrate.

→ Melbourne, Australia 
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NB. The Inner-Western suburb of Footscray in Melbourne was transformed in the ’60 by 
the Southern European migrants—Italians, Yugoslavs & Greeks. Following came the 
Vietnamese in the ’70s and most recently the Africans, mostly from the Horn: Ethiopians, 
Eritreans, Somali and North & South Sudanese. In the last couple of years international 
attention has been brought to the suburb for its eclectic cultural mix. 






